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ABSTRACT. Detection of brain tissues using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is an active and challenging research area in computational neuroscience. Brain MRI artifacts lead to an uncertainty in pixel values. Therefore, brain MRI segmentation is a complicated concern which is tackled by a novel data fusion approach. The proposed algorithm has two main steps. In the first step the brain MRI is divided to some main and ancillary cluster which is done using Fuzzy c-mean (FCM). In the second step, the considering ancillary clusters are merged with main clusters employing Dempster-Shafer Theory. The proposed method was validated on simulated brain images from the commonly used BrainWeb dataset. The results of the proposed method are evaluated by using Dice and Tanimoto coefficients which demonstrate well performance and robustness of this algorithm.

1. Introduction

There are many cases that accurate decision making by physicians is only possible using medical images, as they provide critical information about internal organs. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is one of the most important non-invasive medical imaging techniques to present high resolution images which provides high intensity contrast between different soft tissues. It plays a key role in brain tissue visualization. Automatic segmentation of brain tissue plays an important role in the study of various abnormalities, brain development and evaluation of the progress of treatment. The major tissues in a normal brain are: Gray Matter (GM), White Matter (WM) and Cerebrospinal Fluid (CSF). Brain MRI segmentation (BMS) is one of the important processing operations in which a region of the image with a specific characteristics is labeled. It is an important processing step in many medical researches and clinical applications where decision making is critical. As brain MRI is a set of images with large volume information, manual BMS is a time consuming task. Therefore, an automatic segmentation system with acceptable speed, high accuracy and generalization capability is needed. Three main artifacts in MRI are: noise, partial volume effect (PVE) and intensity non-uniformity (INU). The main sources of noise are categorized to biological and scanner noises introduced in [9,34,42]. Tissue non-uniformity and limitation in hardware design are the main causes of biological and scanner noises respectively. PVE is recognized as
a mixture of intensities due to more than one tissue present at the pixel. Increasing the image resolution results in lower PVE and more detailed images, however in most cases causes a higher level of noise. INU, also called as bias field, is a low frequency smoothed artifact which is generated by inhomogeneity of magnetic field during scanning process [38,40]. These problems lead to an uncertainty about the pixel values which lead to a considerable overlap between different tissues [14]. Many methods have been presented for BMS [4,24,33]. Such methods can be classified to three main categories including boundary-based methods, region-based methods and hybrid methods [30,48]. In boundary-based strategies, the gradient features near an object boundary would be employed as a measure of discontinuity to guide for segmentation [8]. The main categories of this method are edge detection, deformable templates and active contours [1,18,27]. The BMS in region-based methods is normally carried out with the identification of a homogeneity feature representing one of the corresponding brain tissues [16]. The hybrid methods use a combination of similarity and discontinuity to segment the images. In all the three BMS categories, a decision is made based on one or more measurements against the criteria used to assign a class label to a pixel. Due to uncertainty of brain MRI pixels using rigid criteria can potentially limit the capability of the technique. For this reason the researchers have developed fuzzy approaches which allow different regions of the image to be considered as fuzzy sets. Given such strategy, each pixel may be assigned to potential multi-class tissues. Fuzzy segmentation provides more information than the other crisp methods [48]. Many types of fuzzy classifier systems have been applied in different classification problems [21,25,26,29]. Fuzzy c-mean (FCM) is one of the prominent tools among different fuzzy approaches in BMS [10,12,13,19,23,35,37,39,50]. Different researches have been performed for FCM optimization to achieve better results. An adaptive FCM approach has been suggested in [31] to estimate INU by multiplying a distance function and clustering centers. This method is generalized for 3-D images in [32]. A regulative term has been proposed for FCM in which spatial information are interpreted to overcome noise effects [2].

Generally in combination methodology, classification tasks involve multisource data fusion and evidential reasoning in order to achieve higher classification accuracy and robustness. The information extracted from any source in favor of, or against, a given class assignment must be combined with that of other sources to infer the likelihood of this assignment [6]. This idea is also valid for image segmentation as a special case of classification task. In [3] the authors proposed a method for brain-tissue segmentation by fusing the information in structural MRI and diffusion tensor (DT) images in a statistical framework. Dempster-Shafer Theory (DST) is considered as one of the main important tools in information fusion area. This theory is a general extension of the Bayesian theory which offers a number of advantages compared to Bayesian theory [49]. DST can robustly deal with incomplete information which has wide applications in image processing and pattern recognition area [43–45,47]. In [15] a multispectral BMS based on data fusion has been proposed in which a genetic fuzzy system and DST were used for fuzzy modeling and fusing the results, respectively. In this method the results of individual
classifiers which were applied to three well-known modalities, T1, T2 and PD, are combined by using DST. It should be noted that these modalities are not accessible in the same coordinate system in real data acquisition. As a result the performance of the technique is highly dependent on the quality of the data or the result of an algorithm used for registering the images. The other weakness of this method is that it does not use any spatial information which reduces its application.

Here we propose a novel information fusion approach based on Fuzzy c-mean and Dempster-Shafer Theory for Brain BMS. The proposed method applies only to one of the mentioned modalities (T1-weighted brain MR images). In the proposed method, firstly, all pixels are classified with uncertainty consideration in the pixel values. This process is done by employing the ancillary clusters beside the main clusters. The ancillary clusters are merged with the main clusters in the final step of the proposed method. In fact, FCM and DST are utilized for primary clustering and merging homogeneity areas, respectively. Also in the feature extraction step, the appropriate combines of the spatial information are used as feature sets.

The outline of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, a classic fuzzy c-mean, Dempster-Shafer theory and Singular Value Decomposition are introduced. Proposed Method, called FCMMDS is explained in Section 3. The experimental results are presented in Section 4 which follows with concluding remark in Section 5.

2. Fundamental Definition

2.1. Fuzzy c-Mean (FCM). In FCM, as a development of hard K-means algorithm, every input data will be assigned to all existing clusters [46]. Pattern membership in a class is based on the similarity of the pattern to the class with respect to all classes. Objective function of the standard FCM which segments an image to c clusters can be defined as:

\[ J_q(u,v) = \sum_{i=1}^{c} \sum_{j=1}^{n} u_{ij} d^2(x_j,v_i) \text{ subject to } \sum_{i=1}^{c} u_{ij} = 1 \& \ u_{ij} \in [0,1] \]  

(1)

In which \( X = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_i, \ldots, x_n) \) is a \( p \times n \) data matrix, \( p \) is the dimension of the feature vector of each \( x_j \) and \( n \) is the number of feature vectors. In BMS, \( p=1 \) (intensity value), \( n \) is the image pixels number, \( q \) is the fuzziness index (in this study, \( q \) is chosen 2). \( u_{ij} \) is the membership of \( j^{th} \) pattern in \( i^{th} \) cluster, \( v_i \) is the center of \( i^{th} \) fuzzy cluster. \( d \) represents the similarity of the feature vector of \( x_j \) to cluster center of \( v_i \) in the features space which can be calculated with Euclidean norm as:

\[ d^2(x_j,v_j) = \|x_j - v_j\|^2 \]  

(2)

To achieve a minimum objective function, a higher membership value (MV) should be assigned to patterns close to the cluster centers and also lower values needs to be assigned to the patterns far from cluster centers. By applying the derivative of \( J_q \) with respect to \( u \) and \( v \) and equal to zero, the conditions to minimize the objective function is achieved as:

\[ u_{ij} = \left( \sum_{k=1}^{c} \left( \frac{d(x_j,v_i)}{d(x_j,v_k)} \right)^{2(q-1)} \right)^{-1} \]  

(3)
According to (3) and (4), the patterns are assigned to all existing clusters based on the associated MVs and then, new cluster centers are calculated. The FCM algorithm reaches a solution by an iterative process until a termination criterion is met, i.e.: \( v(t) - v(t-1) < \varepsilon \). Finally, by assigning the pattern to a cluster with the highest MV, a segmentation of the data can be done.

2.2. Dempster-Shafer Theory. Dempster-Shafer Theory (DST), also called evidence theory, is a mathematical theory of evidence which allows a combination of evidence weight from different sources to new evidence weight [36, 49]. DST is basically a generalized Bayesian statistical theory. For instance, probabilities in the Bayesian approach can be assigned only to the singleton subsets (i.e. elements) of \( \Omega \) (which is defined below) but in DST those are assigned to all subsets of \( \Omega \).

2.2.1. Basic Concepts. Assume that there is a finite set of propositions or mutually exclusive and exhaustive hypotheses or answers \( \Omega = \{C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_n\} \) which is called "frame of discernment". In DST a basic belief assignment (BBA) \( \mu \), also called mass function, is a mapping function \( \mu : 2^\Omega \rightarrow [0, 1] \) which satisfies the two conditions as follows:

\[
\sum_{A \subseteq \Omega} \mu(A) = 1, \quad \mu(\emptyset) = 0
\]  

(5)

The notation \( 2^\Omega \) relates to the power set of \( \Omega \). If \( A \) is considered as a subset of \( \Omega \), the value \( \mu(A) \) for the available evidence \( i \) is interpreted as a degree of belief that is assigned to the exact \( A \) and not to any subset of \( A \). Focal elements are sets receiving a non-null mass value. It is attractive to overcome the restriction of conventional probability theory by representation of both imprecision and uncertainty through the definition of two functions: plausibility (Pls) and belief (Bel), both are derived from a mass function \( \mu \) [36]. The measures of belief and plausibility for \( A \) will be determined as follows:

\[
Bel(A) = \sum_{B \subseteq A} \mu(B), \quad \forall A \subseteq \Omega \quad \land \quad A \neq \emptyset, \quad Bel(\emptyset) = 0
\]  

(6)

\[
Pls(A) = \sum_{B \cap A \neq \emptyset} \mu(B), \quad \forall A \subseteq \Omega \quad \land \quad A \neq \emptyset, \quad Pls(\emptyset) = 0
\]  

(7)

Bel(\( A \)) represents the confidence that a proposition \( f \) lies in \( A \) or any subset of \( A \). Clearly Pls(\( A \)) represents the extent to which we fail to disbelieve \( A \) [5]. DST presents an explicit measure of ignorance about an event \( A \) and its complementary \( \bar{A} \) as a length of the interval \([Bel(A), Pls(A)]\) called belief interval. It can also be interpreted as an imprecision of the "true probability" of \( A \) [7].

2.2.2. Combination of BBAs. One of the main advantages of DST is the flexible combination operator it offers to combine information by Dempster’s rule of combination. Suppose that \( \mu_1 \) and \( \mu_2 \) are two independent, un-contradictory belief structures on a frame of discernment \( \Omega \), with focal elements \( \Psi_i, i = 1, 2, \ldots, n_1 \), and \( \Psi_j, i = 1, 2, \ldots, n_2 \). The combination of \( \mu_1 \) and \( \mu_2 \) (also called the joint mass \( (\mu_{12}) \)) are defined as:
\[ \mu_1 \oplus \mu_2(\zeta_k) = \mu_{12}(\zeta_k) = \frac{\sum_{\Psi_i \cap \Psi_j = \zeta_k} \mu_1(\Psi_i) \times \mu_2(\Psi_j)}{1 - \sum_{\Psi_i \cap \Psi_j = \emptyset} \mu_1(\Psi_i) \times \mu_2(\Psi_j)} \]  

where \( \mu_{12} \) is another BBA whose focal element is \( \zeta_k = \Psi_i \cap \Psi_j \). Dempster’ rule is commutative and associative [49].

2.2.3. Decision Making. After combining process, a decision has to be made by using the final combined belief structure. In this study pignistic transformation which is defined in transferable belief model (TBM) is used [41]. By this strategy, for all \( A \subseteq \Omega \), the \( \mu(A) \) is distributed amongst its elements uniformly, the pignistic probability distribution is defined as:

\[ \text{BetP}(\omega) = \sum_{\{A \subseteq \Omega, \omega \in A\}} \frac{1}{|A|} \times \frac{\mu(A)}{1 - \mu(\emptyset)}, \omega \in \Omega \]  

where \(|A|\) is the cardinality of subset \( A \). In normal BBAs (with \( \mu(\emptyset) = 0 \)), \( \mu(A)/(1 - \mu(\emptyset)) = \mu(A) \).

2.2.4. Discussion. In this section, the uncertainty decrement in DST-based three elements is discussed. We aim to define a set of sufficient conditions which guarantee a reduction in uncertainty. It also does not necessarily mean that the uncertainty will not decrease without meeting these conditions. Assume that for a given problem the frame of discernment is \( \Omega = \{C_1, C_2, C_3\} \) in which evidences A and B have the following belief structures:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focal element</th>
<th>Evidence A</th>
<th>Evidence B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \mu {C_1} )</td>
<td>( a )</td>
<td>( h )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu {C_2} )</td>
<td>( b )</td>
<td>( i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu {C_3} )</td>
<td>( c )</td>
<td>( j )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu {C_1, C_2} )</td>
<td>( d )</td>
<td>( k )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu {C_1, C_3} )</td>
<td>( e )</td>
<td>( l )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu {C_2, C_3} )</td>
<td>( f )</td>
<td>( m )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu {C_1, C_2, C_3} )</td>
<td>( g )</td>
<td>( n )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By combining two beliefs using DST, the non-normalized joint masses are given by:

\( \mu_{AB}\{\emptyset\} = h.(b + c + f) + i.(a + c + e) + j.(a + b + d) + k.c + l.b + m.a \)

\( \mu_{AB}\{C_1\} = a.(h + k + l + n) + d.(h + l) + e.(h + k) + g.h \)

\( \mu_{AB}\{C_2\} = b.(i + k + m + n) + d.(i + m) + f.(i + k) + g.i \)

\( \mu_{AB}\{C_3\} = c.(j + l + m + n) + e.(j + m) + f.(j + l) + g.j \)

\( \mu_{AB}\{C_1, C_2\} = d.k + d.n + g.k, \quad \mu_{AB}\{C_1, C_3\} = e.l + e.n + g.l \)

\( \mu_{AB}\{C_2, C_3\} = f.m + f.n + g.m, \quad \mu_{AB}\{C_1, C_2, C_3\} = g.n \)

It is clear that the uncertainty term related to the belief of evidences A and B are \( d + e + f + g \) and \( k + l + m + n \) respectively. Also, the normalized uncertainty term for the combination of two beliefs can be written as:
To find the conditions in which the uncertainty of the combined beliefs is lower than the uncertainty of an individual belief (e.g., evidence $A$), consider:

\[
d + e + f + g > d \cdot \frac{k + n}{1 - \mu_{AB}(\emptyset)} + e \cdot \frac{l + n}{1 - \mu_{AB}(\emptyset)} + g \cdot \frac{k + l + m + n}{1 - \mu_{AB}(\emptyset)} + f \cdot \frac{m + n}{1 - \mu_{AB}(\emptyset)}
\]

On the left hand side of (11), the coefficients of each BBA ($d, e, f$ and $g$) are equal to one but on the right hand side, all of BBAs have coefficients not equal to one. Note that $\frac{k + l + m + n}{1 - \mu_{AB}(\emptyset)}$ is the largest coefficient. If $\frac{k + l + m + n}{1 - \mu_{AB}(\emptyset)} \leq 1$ is satisfied, then all of the other coefficients on the right hand side are lower than one and consequently (11) is valid.

\[
\frac{k + l + m + n}{1 - \mu_{AB}(\emptyset)} \leq 1 \Rightarrow k + l + m + n \leq 1 - \mu_{AB}(\emptyset)
\]

(12)

Since the sum of all BBAs is equal to one, we have:

\[
k + l + m + n = 1 - (h + i + j)
\]

(13)

Substitution of (13) into (12), the following condition is achieved:

\[
h + i + j \geq \mu_{AB}(\emptyset)
\]

(14)

The same scenario is also valid for other evidence (in this case $B$) which leads to the following condition:

\[
a + b + c \geq \mu_{AB}(\emptyset)
\]

(15)

Accordingly, if the sum of certainty terms of the belief of evidence ($B$ or $A$) is equal or greater than the null mass of the combination of two beliefs (Equations (14) and (15)), then the uncertainty of the combined belief is always lower than the uncertainty of the other belief of the evidence ($A$ or $B$ respectively). Therefore, the uncertainty of combined beliefs decreases.

This set of conditions can be used in two general ways:
1- To verify the guarantee of uncertainty decrement in a specific problem.
2- To find the area of the parameters in which the uncertainty reduction can be assumed.

Furthermore, these conditions can be used as a general guideline for selecting the parameters of design procedure (even if not granted).

2.3. Singular Value Decomposition. Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is one of the important tools used in digital signal and statistics data processing [17,20]. Applying SVD on a typical $X_{m \times n}$ matrix yields:

\[
X = U \Sigma V^T
\]

(16)
Figure 1. Normalized Histogram of T1-weighted Brain MRI with: A) 0% Noise and 0% INU, B) 3% Noise and 20% INU, C) 7% Noise and 20% and D) 9% Noise and 40%

Where \( U_{m \times m} \) and \( V_{n \times n} \) are singular vector matrices and \( \Sigma_{m \times n} \) is a diagonal matrix with the rank of \( r \). The diagonal entries of \((\sigma_{11} > \sigma_{22} > \ldots > \sigma_{rr} > 0)\) are equal to the singular values of \( X \). In fact, singular values contain some information of signal energy. In a reconstruction process of \( X \), higher singular values are more effective.

3. Proposed Method

Since there are three main tissues, WM, GM and CSF, in the normal brain MRI, we set the number of clusters in the FCM based algorithm to three. When FCM reaches a solution after an iterative process, the pixels are assigned to cluster with the biggest MV. In such strategies, it is expected that the extracted clusters fit to the original classes (WM, GM and CSF). Brain MRI artifacts generate an overlap between tissues. The normalized histogram [28] of a slice of T1-weighted brain MRI with and without artifacts are shown in Figure 1.

As shown in the Figure 1 (A), the pixel values of the three tissues have three separate peaks in image without artifacts. According to the Figure 1 (B), (C) and (D), there is clear overlap in gray level values of the three tissues and the overlaps increases when noise and INU levels increases. As a result, while artifact effects become further in brain MRI, the aforementioned expectation will be unattainable. In other words, a bigger MV may be assigned to the cluster that does not represent a single tissue. In the proposed method, this problem is tackled by considering the
The proposed method can be presented using the three main steps below:

1. Feature extraction and Feature selection.
2. Uncertain segmentation of brain tissue by considering the main and ancillary clusters.
3. Merge the ancillary clusters with the main clusters.

As in the proposed method the results of FCM are merged by DST of evidence, this method is called FCMMDS. The black diagram of FCMMDS is shown in Figure 2.

As shown in Figure 2, In the FCMMDS, Each FCM with one of the selected feature set is considered as a body of evidence. Moreover, Dempster’s rule of combination is utilized to combine the outputs of FCM and reduce the level of uncertainty.

3.1. Feature Extraction and Feature Selection. In this study, the main factors for selecting features are simplicity, containing effective information and also robustness against artifact invasion. In view of this strategy, the features extracted in the analysis are: pixel intensity ($f_1$), mean ($f_2$), standard deviation ($f_3$) largest singular value ($f_4$) and median ($f_5$) of the neighboring pixels. It is clear that the pixel intensity is the most important feature in BMS which contains precious information. The other features prepare significant spatial information and also $f_1$, $f_2$ and $f_3$ give a good robustness against noises. It is worthy to mention that noise has smaller impact on the largest singular value in comparison with other singular values.

For calculation of the mean, standard deviation and largest singular value of a prototype pixel, a $3 \times 3$ neighborhood is considered. The spatial features are formalized as $f_2$, $f_3$ and $f_4$ in (17) to (19).

$$f_2 = \frac{\sum_{i} x_i}{n} = E(x)$$ (17)
Where $x_i$ is a neighborhood pixel value, $n=8$ is the number of neighborhood pixels and $E(x)$ is the mean or expected value. The largest singular value can be calculated as:

\[
f_3 = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i} (x_i - E(x))^2}{n}}
\]  

(18)

For feature selection, there are some cases for combination of the extracted features. In this study three appropriate feature sets, $F_1$, $F_2$ and $F_3$ are used as follows:

\[
F_1 = [f_1, f_2], \quad F_2 = [f_1, f_4], \quad F_3 = [f_1, f_3, f_5]
\]  

(20)

As the pixel intensity is the most important feature in the BMS, it employed as an important part in the construction of feature sets.

3.2. Uncertain Segmentation. The normalized histogram of T1-weighted brain MRI (with 5% noise and 20% INU) and also the associated tissues are shown separately in Figure 3.

![Normalized Histograms of T1-weighted Brain MRI with 5% Noise and 20% INU](image)

Figure 3. Normalized Histograms of T1-weighted Brain MRI with 5% Noise and 20% INU: A) All Tissues; B) WM; C) GM and D)CSF.
Three peaks in the histogram, Figure 3, represent the three main tissues in the brain. As shown in the Figure 3 (A), the GM tissue has overlap with both WM and CSF tissues, while WM and CSF have not overlap. Consequently in the FCMMDS, we assign five clusters in which all pixels between GM and CSF, also GM and WM are considered in two ancillary clusters. Therefore the five considered clusters can be categorized in two categories; three original classes of brain tissues (WM, GM and CSF), and the joint classes represented by the ancillary clusters (CSF-GM and GM-WM). By applying the FCM on all pixels with aforementioned strategy, all pixels will have five MVs for considered clusters.

In the next step, the five available clusters are converted to three classes by employing Dempster’s rule of combination.

3.3. Merging the Clusters. As mentioned above, after FCM reach a solution, there are five MVs for each pixel in which those are represent the degree assignment of pixel to five considered clusters. In the third step of the FCMMDS, the five extracted MVs considered as BBA where the frame of discernment contains three individual classes as \{CSF, GM, WM\} and the focal elements of that is \{\{GM\}, \{WM\}, \{CSF\}, \{GM-WM\}, \{GM-CSF\}\}. By sorting the center of clusters and referring to the Figure 1, it is evident that the minor, middle and major centers are associated with the CSF, GM and WM respectively. Moreover the center between minor and middle represents the CSF-GM and the one of between middle and major represents GM-WM.

Suppose that for a prototype pixel the last two steps give us the five MVs for five sorted centers as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$u_{CSF}$</th>
<th>$u_{CSF-GM}$</th>
<th>$u_{GM}$</th>
<th>$u_{GM-WM}$</th>
<th>$u_{WM}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$F_1$</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_2$</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_3$</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where $u$ represents the MV of the pixel to the available cluster. According to the FCM results on the $F_1$ and $F_2$ the MVs show that there is a big concern about assigning the pixel to the one the GM or WM tissues, because the MV of the GM-WM is bigger than the other MVs. Furthermore, analyzing the figures for $F_3$ shows that assigning the pixel to CSF or GM is the main problem ($u_{CSF-GM} = 0.40$). After combining the results of FCM by (8) the following figures are achieved as:  

Finally, according to the combined mass values and by using the pignistic probability by (9), the prototype pixel can be assigned to GM.

4. Experimental Results

4.1. Evaluation Criteria. In this study, two measures have been utilized in order to evaluate the segmentation performance quantitatively. The evaluation criteria are Dice and Tanimoto similarity coefficients [11,22] as below:
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\[
\text{Dice} = \frac{2 |A_i \cap B_i|}{|A_i| + |B_i|} = \frac{2 \times TP}{(2 \times TP) + FP + FN} 
\]

\[
\text{Tanimoto} = \frac{|A_i \cap B_i|}{|A_i| + |B_i| - |A_i \cap B_i|} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP + FN} 
\]

Where \( A_i \) and \( B_i \) are the reference and segmented pixels sets respectively. \(|A_i|\) is the number of \( A_i \) pixels [2]. In (21) and (22) \( TP, TN, FP \) and \( FN \) are True Positive, True Negative, False Positive and False Negative respectively [22]. The greater the criteria, the better the segmentation.

4.2. Simulated Brain MRI and Results. T1-weighted brain MR images with slice thickness of 1 mm and volume size of \( 217 \times 181 \times 181 \) are employed to investigate the proposed method. These images are obtained from the BrainWeb Simulated Brain Database of the McConnell Brain Imaging Centre of the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI), McGill University (http://www.bic.mni.mcgill.ca/brainweb).

For brain images, extra non-brain tissues are removed prior to segmentation. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm compared with the three methods of FCM, BCFCM and LNLFCM [48]. In the FCM the intensity of pixels are used as feature, in the BCFCM all parameters are selected as reported in [2]. The parameters for LNLFCM are selected as: the standard deviation of the Gaussian Kernel is 30, the degree of filtering is 1000, window size of the neighborhood is 3 and the weights of all pixels in the window of searching are 7.

Figure 4 (A) shows a sample middle slice of the simulated 3D volume of MRI with 9% Rician noise and 40% INU (slice = 96). The ground truth of this image is shown in the Figure 4 (B). Segmentation results of FCM, BCFCM and LNLFCM are shown at the Figures 4 (C), (D) and (E), respectively. The result of the proposed method is shown in Figures 4 (F). The Dice and Tanimoto coefficients of the corresponding images for the four methods are shown in Table 1.

Figure 4. Comparison of the Segmentation Results on a Simulated MRI Brain Image: (A) Original Image with 9% Noise and 40% INU (Slice = 96); (B) Ground Truth; (C) FCM; (D) BCFCM; (E) LNLFCM and (F) FCMMDS Segmentation Results.
As shown in the Figure 4, we can visually see that the standard FCM and the BCFCM are influenced by the artifact, intensively. Also by visually evaluation of the images of Figures 4 (E) and (F), it is sense that the LNLFCM shows a better results than FDMMDS, but by referring to the ground truth, reported in Figure 4 (B), it is demonstrated that the FCMMDS has better results than LNLFCM. In fact the LNLFCM removes some small areas of different tissues in the process of artifact effect eliminating. Dice and Tanimoto coefficients of the images shown in Figure 4, reported in Table 1, confirm the finding.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue</th>
<th>CSF</th>
<th>GM</th>
<th>WM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCM</td>
<td>0.897</td>
<td>0.813</td>
<td>0.704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCFCM</td>
<td>0.777</td>
<td>0.635</td>
<td>0.567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNLFCM</td>
<td>0.890</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td>0.789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCMMDS</td>
<td>0.929</td>
<td>0.867</td>
<td>0.799</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Different Coefficients for Different Methods in Figure 4

According to the quantitative measure concluded in Table 1, the FCM cannot represent a good result for any of the tissues. Although the BCFCM has better result then FCM in the segmentation of WM tissue, it failed in separating CSF and GM tissues. In comparison to FCM and BCFCM, the LNLFCM has the best results on all the three tissues, but the performance of our FCMMDS is clearly better. Note that to evaluate the effectiveness of segmentation method in each tissue, the quantitative criterion should be considered along with associated image. As the segmentation of upper and lower brain images are more complicated [23] and for further investigation under different artifact, the following evaluation are experimented.

The FCMMDS and the other mentioned algorithm are applied on an upper, lower and another middle slice of 3D volume with various artifacts levels and the results are shown in Figure 5 and Table 2.

Figures 5 (A), (G) and (M) are the simulated MRI images with noise levels 3%, 5%, 7% and without INU, respectively. Figures 5 (B), (H) and (N) show the ground truth of the corresponding noisy images. FCMMDS outputs are shown in Figures 5 (F), (R), (L), respectively. The mean Dice and Tanimoto similarity coefficients of the Figure 5 are shown in the Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue</th>
<th>CSF</th>
<th>GM</th>
<th>WM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCM</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>0.721</td>
<td>0.933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCFCM</td>
<td>0.550</td>
<td>0.379</td>
<td>0.834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNLFCM</td>
<td>0.901</td>
<td>0.820</td>
<td>0.904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCMMDS</td>
<td>0.920</td>
<td>0.852</td>
<td>0.933</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Mean of Coefficients for Different Methods in Figure 5
According to the Table 2, in lower noise levels (slice 130 with 3% noise) the FCM has better results than proposed method, but when the noise level increases dramatically (slice=30; noise 7%), the algorithm fails. By comparing the results of the proposed method, FCM, BCFCM and LNLFCM with the ground truth, reported in the Figures 5 and also the corresponding Dice and Tanimoto coefficients in the Table 2, it is evident that the FCMMDS performs better than the other three methods in this image set. These results demonstrate that FCMMDS is a robust technique for BMS.

5. Conclusion

In the proposed method, called FCMMDS, the appropriate combination of the spatial information are used as feature sets. In the FCMMDS by assigning all pixels to main and ancillary clusters, the trouble of uncertainty in pixel values is tackled. This process creates extra clusters in which in the final steps, they merged to main clusters using Dempster’s rule of combination. The FCMMDS has been compared with standard FCM, BCFCM and LNLFCM algorithms in which the proposed method shows good results. It is shown that FCMMDS has satisfactory results on upper and lower brain slices which are critical in brain MRI segmentation.
Furthermore, the results of our proposed algorithm under various levels of artifacts demonstrated that FCMMMD is a robust technique for brain MRI segmentation.
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